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Some vacationers still don't know a cave
from a hole in the ground.
I really don't expect the vast American
pub lie to be too awfully concerned
about how
much of our time, our money and our very hearts
and souls we have pour-eo Into developing attractions that are different and worth stopping to see.
But I do think we might do abit more emphasizing on how our planning and resourcefulness
has
resulted in a more enjoyable cave tour.
Such examples of man-made
improvements come to mind as J. Gurley's and Clara
Heideman's
bridges,
the elevators
of Radney
Schaeffer's
Howe Caverns and Carl Gibson's
Ruby Falls, the cable train of Jack Her-scbenct'e
Marvel Cave, and of course, the boat tours
of
Bill Campbell's
Penn's Cave and of the goon
folks down at the Lost Sea. But there are many
many more. In fact, I expect each NCA member has done one or mo re improvement projects
which rates as downright ingenious
from the
public's point of view. And anything which is at
all likely to make the public think of you as different is well worth capitalizing upon.
Continuing along the same line of thought,
there must be other facets of our operations we
are overlooking;
things we aren't exploiting to
their full potential.
Ld bet that somewhere
every cave has an "only": a feature which is your
cave's alone. Here at Meramec, as you know,
we've long been tied to Jesse James,
which
amounts to being allied with more ofa romantic,
legendary era of Frontier America than just a
single deaper auc.
Lyman Riley's
Onondaga
has done much with Daniel Boone, and there
must be many others who've found advantage in
casting their lot with historical figures; Archie
Cameron's Mark Twain and our good South Dakota Ir ienus ' Sitting Bull, to name another memorable example or two.
Knowing what this sort of tie-in has accomplished for these examples, I can certainly
recommend that you perhaps do a little library
research to see if there isn't some famous name
with whom you might relate your cave.
If I may be permitted another reference
to personal experience,
we happen to be fortunate here these last fifteen years with the special advantage of a New York City press agent.
I know it has gotten us much national and international publicity that we otherwise woulu have
missed.
Obviously, something
like having a
"Lassie" TV show filmed here was an offshoot
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of being' in the press time and bime again over
the years.
But I believe with great conviction
that the best press agent available to you in all
this world is already on the staff at your cave
. . . YOU. Surely there is no one you could hire
at any price who would be half as enthused or
or half as authoritative
as you. So, the fact that
you aren't a pro in public relations is actually
secondary.
After all, you weren t a professional
1

in any of the dozens of phases of cave management-c-Hghting,
construction,
safety 1 s i g n s,

group selling,

ticket

pricing,

souvenirs,

etc.

c.ompanies and travel agents which may presentlybe passing right by you, when they could pO,3sibly be persuaded
with the right kind of selling
approach,
to Include you as a stopover .
Until next time, when we'll all be happily busily in the midst of a new season's
business (but not too busy, I hope, for reading your
copy of DOWN UNDER), I remain ...
Mas t sincerely,
-- Bob Hudson

--when you began, were you?

Convention J?eflectionJ

for the lack of training
be such a thing as a college degree in cave operation?)
by exercising
the remarkable
sort of
vigor and resourcefulness
which is the mark of
utatinction of a successful man or woman in cave
management.
Therefore,
what is required is applying
the same go-get- 'em spirit to your advertising,
publicity and promotion.
Dig in and learn for
yourself,
along with whatever
aid you may be
able to get from 'some reasonably
priced local
newspaper,
radio or TV staff member.
Such a
fellow can help you learn the ground rules of
concocting appealing ideas for stories.
And, as
to where to send them, once they've in written
form, nearly every dally newspaper
has available a copy of N. W. Ayer's annual newspaper
uir-ector y or some s imi Iar source books which
have the names and addresses
of every publication in America.
But, for a good place to start, make a
genuine effort to get your fair share of coverage
right there in your own backyard.
Since it's
generally tough to be a hero in your hometown,
the local area should be a real "proving ground"
for your efforts.
If you feel you haven't been
getting your due in the media of the nearby region, it could be you haven't been doing aU you
might in putting mater-Ial-c-or perhaps the right
kind of material--into
the local paper's hanos .
In our next issue, I hope to discuss with
you the solicitation
of group business,
and the
handling of such people after you've sold them.
Many of us tend to think of groups as
strictly the school youngsters
who arrive by the
busload every Spring.
But, in reality,
there is
a promotional oppor tuni ty to keep groups streaming in throughout the whole season.
Regardless
of where you are located, there are groups like
Boy and Girl Scouts, Campfire Girls, 4-Hclubs,
FFA and FHA, home-extension
organizations,
church circles.
civic clubs and the like. And,
let's not overlook the tours put together by bus

After the rich experience
of last year's
first Convention-vat
Marvel Cave, Missouri-we wondered if it had been a dream.
Surely the
success
and pleasure
of that get-together
had
to be an accident.
It could not be possible
that
future get-togethe rs could be as stimulating
as
fun, as downright worthwhile.
... But wewerewrong!
The seconcConventton at Chattanooga,
was everybit as much a
pleasure ... as pr ofitabte as the first one. From
the cocktail hour and bull session on Wednesday
evening through the information
packed sessions
and field trips ... everything was GREAT!
How come?
We've thought about that a
good bit. Certainly because a lot of people (Car 1
Gibson, Convention Chairman,
Jack Her schend,
Don Richardson,
Tom Erwin, Roy Davis, Bob
Elmore,
Rock City, Ruby Falls,
the Incline,
Cumberland
Caverns,
Mt. Aetna, Wonder Cave)
worked and planned and executed a darned goad
lineup of experiences
and happenlnga-c-but
more
significant
than thes ev--becaus e of the gooc cave
peopIe (that means YOU) who took the time and
interest
to attcnd-c ano because of the valuable
and enjoyable experiences
of sharing ... and £ellows hipping.
Both Conventions were terrific-because we've got the doggone'est,
finest, bunch

But you made up
(I wonder if there'll ever

of people

in the nattonalship ... than anybody!

Whooopeee

l

Convention facilities at the Downtowner
Motor Inn were excellent.
Food was good. "7up" weonesoav was very popular.
The field
trips to Ruby Falls, the Incline, Rock City,
Cumberland
Caverns,
ML Aetna and Wonder
Cav,e1were all highlights.
Information impartedduring
sessions
ranged [rom cooperative
ideas on advertising
to methods of removing
algae from cave walls.
Mcs t : everyone was
surprised
to learn of the promotional
efforts
'executed during the first year; and influence
with legislators in fer mutating criteria governing highway advertising.
Membership for. the
first year was greater
than anticipated,
and
we were able financially to operate "in the
black. "
Only one sober factor mars otherwise
perfect Annual Conventions:
the knowlecae that
some NCA members--some
cave people-c-ar'e
not present.
Most Convention-gael's
will agree
that the Annual Convention alone is worth their
$200 membership.
If you have any doubt as to
the worth of mem ber shipv-attending a Convention
is an obvious, tangible PROOF of its value.
--Next year's Convention is to be in Luray. It will be the best Convention ever' (all of
them ar e"}, The only way to know this ... is to be
there 1
'

*'

This Convention Issue of DOWN UNDER
contains many excerpts [rom the National meetings. Those artrc'Ies marked with the star are
taken [rom Convention talks. Since there was
so much material from the Convention, the next
issue of DOWN UNDER will also carry Convention excerpts.

Dues; Who's got the Dues?
AT THE II ANNUAL CONY ENTION IN
CHATTANOOGA IT WAS UNAMINOUSLY VOTED THAT 1967 MEMBERSHIPS SHOULD BE
PAID BY JANUARY, 1967. TO DATE ONLY
SEVENTEEN MEMBERSHIPS HAVE BEEN PAID.
(SHAME!)
STATEMENTS
HAVE BEEN MAILED.
IFYOU HAVE NOT SENT YOUR DUES--PLEASE
DO. THEY'RE DUE!
...

p Le a s e ...

Highway
Beautification
Legislation
-- Jack Heracheno

The Highway Beautification
Iegis latfou
and its effect on signs and bujboardsv-has
J.
senteo a real challenge.
Our Association
L
had some genuine influence on legislation;
;)
this is a significant accomplishment
for the:
ganizatiou in its first year.
Unfortunately
did not receive the full cooperation of all me
ber-eaves
in writing and lobbying.
This I.>
have been due in part to Johnson's popularo.,'
last year, and the hopeless feeling that we COUI.l1
not have greater effect than large billboard Iuterests.
When we got into it, however, we found
that Ted Graves, of Luray Caverns, had already
paved the way. Ted camped in Washington for
weeks, working on thl s thing.
It was he who
"set us apart" as requiring special treatment
for "natural, historic and scenic attractions."
By reme mbering the difference,
as designated, as "natural,
scenic ano historic attractions",
we have been, and can continue to
be, effective.
While backing billboard people,
motels and other users of signs, we must keep
in mind as we write letters and talk that signs
promoting
"natural,
historic
and scenic" attractions are "specia!".
We've been set apart
for a gooc reason--because
we deserve to have
representation
on the highways. We must capitalize on this
The billboard people are the
"bad guys" ... but we're the "good guys"
We
might question the constitutionality
of this ...
or question the farmer's
position,
or that of
others, but as we represent ourselves we must
. recognize that the distinction has been made ...
and keep plugging away at it. We have a very
good chance of success.
Things are not clear cut: The sign bill
in Sept., 65 was an enabling act calling for the
Bureau of Public Roads to set out criteria
that
the States could accept or reject.
If they rejected these, they would 10se'10% of their federal funds for highways.
They also said that
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they would arbitrate with any state that passed
a highway beautification
law before Jan. 101
1967~ Missouri di(J this. Then we found that

tbe federal government manIt mean this at all.
They weren't about to arbitrate with any individual or state. We are not in a clear-cut situation where we can pIan a logic al attack.
The beautification bili reminds the states
that they can easily pass a state bill that is
tougher than the federal bill. NCA can be helpful in establishing state
legislation--but
the
initial work bas to be cone by local interests.
Our industry is the only industry that is asking
for the same thing. We're all asking for one
criteria.
This ma.kEs a tremmoous
impact.
We can boast that all over America scenic, natural ami historic attractions are asking for one
tbing--our criteria.
We're all a bit lazy, and
50 is the Bureau. of Public roads ... anc so if we
make it simple (or tbem--for the legislators to
see tblt a reasonable request is being made-c-a.
reasonable result might come--simply by-following the patb of least resistance.

The criteria

set before Congress (supor rejection
may not contain our criteria.
This can be goou
or bad. U we are not incfudeu our representatives in Congress will have no voice in deter-mining bow we are tobetreated.
The Dept. of Commeree will arrive at this by stating that we are
set aside as "-official" signs. Official signs are
controlled by the Dept. of Commerce, and they
do not have a law for c:ti.recting what shall govern "natural, scenic or historic" signs.
We
need to know as early as possible how we are to
be treated.
Up to now we stand in a good position in
that the Bureau of Public Roads has been impressed with wba.t appears to be a reasonable
request, anU by the fact tbat we are all asking
for the same criteria.
We have heard, unofficially, tba.t We criteria will De mcluaec as a
part of the official recommenuations.
The MCA should acopt a resolution
reemphasizing the same criteria allover again-to the BPR, Rex Whitton, Del Anders--and in
tum semi a copy of this resolution to each NCA
member for bim to send out on his own stationery to his senators and congressmen.
A copy
of this letter sbould also be sent to the NCA
Secretary for filing.
\\ben we've learned whether the conHnuen baWe is to be with the legislature or the
Dept. of Commerce, we'll advise where we're

posedly 00 Jan. 10) (or acceptance

beaded.

Actvance criteria,

from which we are

supposed to receive an exemption, for signs in
"unzoneo commercial areas",
looks like this
"An uneoneo commercial area shall mean
the land occupied by the regularly used building,
parking lot, storage or processing area of a
commercial or industrial activity.
(Note that
there is only one now, instead of two, as originally required).
Land within 500 ft. (used to
be 200) which is located on same side of the
highway (not a radius)--not predominantly used
for residence purpose and not zoned by state
or local regulation or orul nanc e. No sign shalt
exceed following limits: Maximum area, 750
sq. ft., Maximum height, 25', length, 50'. (Considerable
liberalization
shown here).
Signs
which exceed 350 sq. ft. in area may not be
etouble-faced •. Onlnterstate Highways and Freeways on primary systems spacing between signs
along one side of highway shall be a minimum of
500'. (In one commercial
area we can have
one sign). No sign may be located within .2000
ft. of an interchange or intersection at grade."
(We Clid not get in the 1000 ft. we had hoped fcr, )
We are set aside in the old bill, stating
that we cannot have more than 2 signs in any 5
miles, and these must be 1 mile apart. A 50
mile radius was called for and a total of 10
signs. This would make some nationally known
attractions
only
county-wide in advertising.
Some caves are fed by several federal roads
one example has 13 feeders.
We proposed 10
signs in each direction.
While our objections were recorded at
various Iecerat hearings, it's doubtful if the
volumes of material submitted will ever be carefully considered or even read. It would be a
dangerous thing for any of us to think that our
individual. states will turn down the federal money_
Our days of painting our signs, "Wonder
Cave", followed by a slogan, are past. We will
have to go entirely to the directional marker.
When. our State legislators _meet, we
should be pushing for legislation adopting our
criteria.
That Missouri has done this has already influenceCl formulation of new federal
criteria in that they took part of the liberalization of the new criteria verbatum from the Mis souri law.
(NOTE:
At press time we have just
learned that Committee Chairman Kluzynski
has called special meeting to determine if present criteria is' "workable".
Rumor has it that
it will not be acceptable--in
which case further
special public hearings wfl l be hearu, in Wash-
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is sent out regularly,
every month, to over :~OOO
publications
and free-lance
writers.
When you
can hit one source of distribution
of this magtu-.
-- ED)
tude, it gives you a wide open field. Our contact there was kind enough to use our piece about
"playing it cool by going underground."
(Incidentally if you folks do service-publicity
releases, I'd be glad toteU you who to send it toif you aren't already doing it.)
Of all the mail we received,
one piece
received
more attention;
tins was a postcard
from Guatamala.
They were commenting
on
jack's appearance on behalf of the Association
on Voice of America--world
wide! Jack also
did an appearance as President of NCA on Monitor one Saturday.
At NATO last month several worthwhite
observations
were made:
A Mr. Les Barry,
Travel Editor of Popular
Photography
magazine said: "There are many variations
to the
use of photography as a selling tool; the most
obvious,
of course,
are advertising,
publicrelations and other forms of direct sales -p ro-- i::?onRtcbaroson,
Sr.
motion; but without depreciating
these, I'd like
to address
myself to another
category--one
_~ westateo
'that
major q).A~C'tive of our
which is usualry overlooked--but
which in the
p romojaonal-p.rogxam
was to make. the public
long run is as Impor-tant as any direct promom6reCA.\1;ei.Qo'l1s<;iOus. We h't.v~,'cerfaJ~ly~~ade
tional effort the operator of a resort or attracan effor-t in this ulr-ection y-a.lthougti we cannot
tion might make. I'm referring
to the pictures
tell what the results' ha~,e been.
(We (10 not retaken by the fou,pi5J himself--the
movies, slides,
tain a CliPP~IJg service).
" ',;;.
and stttrs they-ehoot' while on vacation.
After
" . We have put out a vacation season series,
they've'ealr e~l(~:¥!
'been attrac ted to your place,
five times,
to over 400 of our riatfbn',s'major
the pretur'es they take are the ones they'll take
dally travel editors,.,
Most of thes!e. (;9~umns"
home."
He -s'semeo to think that .operator s of
appear on ~1J.nd~ys:",'From Denver _we'recetveu
attractions
thoughtuegativety
about thi s activity.
a clipping:of"a.story
which quoted 'the Associa-'!
"Each tour-Ist whcrtakesa.successput
picture or
tion's (offichl)
estimate
that 1966 vacatroner-s
movie at your attranufcn,
become's your saleswould walk 8, 000, 000 miles on cave tours.
It
mali. People' who..'take .gooo vacation pictures
went on to point out that no two cave exper-iences
can't r es isbshowlng.therrr to others. 'I In a sur.. :);," would be similar,
From Wilmington, Del. , an": ~ vey cenuucteo ;by Popular 'Photography,
out of
.other story plugged avanabnttynf our 'bfficial -c. 70a'l.respohs€s,-:5Qa.said
-they always had picj,;guide",
the NCA pamphlet.
,"
tur-e-taktng-rm
miner-when' on vacation.
91% of
In the story of the. availability of our map
this number had shown-their- pictures
or movies
we oo have someuuotcaton of the penetration'
"of travel during the preceding
year -each to an
becauseweolfered
a.rree map to auwno would'
average
88people!
209bsaid that their photosend,a_~tamp'~d,!.,self~~ddressed
eriverope - The
graphs actually influenced
Ir ienos to visit the
largest response in a single day,' was 131 re-:'
'place's' they had photographed.
quests--and
the requests were received
over a
~ What can an attraction
operator
dO to
per-iod .ofni~1jwJ~~::
Thirty-seven
states were
take advantage of this big and extremely
effecheard from, ..
live sales force?
Make it easy and convenient
Probaliiy' ·;ti\1:t1best entre to travel editors
for visitors to get good pictures.
Get acquaintwas thr-ough thP~~eU'~l$,t~~:iiB~~~ cnannels of the
ed with your attraction,
objectively.
Decide
AAA, waS~W~~P~l.i~tibf.i,C,~~iqits':·"'YOU
mayor may
where most people take pictures.
Look at your
not knoy,;.abbfltJ~ANs
monthly travel package.
promotional
material;
does it encourage
camThis is 'a' pre'ss""kit, usually containing
7 or 8
eras?
Change your own pictures
in brochures,
stories,
plus a calendar of special events.
This
etc ... to fit the season, changing times.
Make
ington, by both House and Senate.
NCA will be
r-ep'res enteu at thes e hearings if they occur.

REPORT

ON PUBLICITY
OBTAINEO

FIRST

YEAR

a

a[

c
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picture-points
on you r premesis.
Consider
renting or loaning cameras.
A most difficult
problem for the amateur photographer--is
to
get up the nerve to ask some stranger
to take
his picture against a vacation background.
Make
it easy for him.
Have your guides offer to take
his picture. It's alsoa good idea to supply some
sort of title-card,
aomeper manent sign t 11a t
makes a good label to identify the attraction.
Clement Calvlto, of Richmond, va., remarks,
concerning
folders--the
standard
advertising tool. "When a travel folder is designed, particular
attention should be given to the
top one-third.
This is the 'title-panel'.
This
is most important
area, and frequently
only
area visible in the travel racks. In top third
tell who you are and where you're located.
It
is well to repeat this panel on the back top third.
Last year 1,000,000
1/4" drills were
sold--nct
because the public wanted 1/4" drills
--but because they wanted 1/4" holes! Customers don't want your admission
ticket--they
want the entertainment
it offers.
Anticipate
what your Visitor wants; desc rlbe it clearly
and interestingly
and persuade
the customer
that your offer fills his needs.
Often an interested
party fails to find
information
as to Iced and accomouations
in the
area.
If your folder does not mention area facilities the tourist 'is Liable to think you Ire in an
isolated situation and it might not be convenient
for him to stop for these reasons.
Use photographs
instead
of drawings,
wherever possible.
When using photos, pay for
the best.
Put life in your pictures.
Show people--enjoying
themselves ... especially in family
groups.
A map can be a real asset to a folder
--but it needs to be an accurate
map. Outdated
markings,
etc. should be avoided.
We remind
you that the state highway commissions
and even
map-makers
will allow reproducing
or portions
of their maps, for a reasonable
fee. Color is
important.
To be competitive,
go all-out with
color.
One attraction
should plug the others
in
an area:
"Because
of increased
distribution
costs,
many of the oil company tour bureaus
and other directors
of travel are welcoming the
folder which plugs groups of attractions.
These
folders are produced by several attractions
in an
area,
pooling their resources
and printing in
large quantlttea.
Such folders as the Florida
Attractions
Assoc. , and southern Highlands Attractions,
are examples.
The group folder cuts
down the numbers of maps that an oil company
has to send out to provide routing.

Cooperative

Promotion
-- Carl Gibson

A national organization
such as NCA can
be most helpful in promoting
our industry:
If
we give- a top-notch
gTOUp folder we can get
some coverage we could not afford to obtain as
individuals.
Southern Highland Attractions
has
only 18 members.
NCA has been able to get 33
members the first year!
A cooperative
folder
gets tremendous
acceptance--that
will not Come
to individual folders.
As a non-profit
association of attractions,
working together,
we are
more readily noticed.
Elor-Ida Attr-actions printed a million folders last year.
Southern Highlands extends from Lookout Mtn. up the Blue Ridge Par-kway to Luray
Caverns.
Distribution
of folders
in Southern
Highlands is handled by individual
operators.
Each attraction
carries
a special folder
rack
bearing only SHA folders.
The folder rack on display at the Convention has received
a gooo deal of comment.
It was produced
by Mr. Robert K. Price, Pres.
of Southern Travel Information
Service,
and is
maintained by his firm. Mr. Price also created
our "Symphonic Waterfall"
at Ruby Falls.
We
had Mr. Price design this special area rack for
certain cooperating
attractions.
The four Chattanooga attractions,
Rock City, Ruby Falls, Tn cline and Conleoe rama split the cost equally in
providing the rack. We provided two extra pockets for additional attractions
that might develop. We also continue the small cardboard
or
metal racks in filling stations,
motels,
etc.
Area promotion
and enlistment
of governmental
assistance
in "What the tourist business means tothe community't caunot be stressed too greatly.
Any public official that will sell
the tourist business in your community
can do
so much more than you can dO individually.
The Chattanooga Convention & Visitor's
Bureau distributes
a "Welcome Packet" which
is handed to the visitor at motels, by patrolmen, at information
centers,
etc. It is just an
envelope printed
with:
"Welcome
visitor"
There's
more to see and do ... more variety
.
mol' e fu n ... more southern
hospitality
in
Chattanooga!
We're 150 yrs . old!'! It's signed
by the mayor, and the envelope contains folders
of the major attractions.
A return
postcard
included would be a gooo idea.
Address it to a
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public official. He'11 get the gripes and compliments.
He can accept the compliments and pass
on the gripes to the persons responsible.
Don't forget the personal touch. We need
to make people feel really at home. Offer to
take a ViSUOI's picture (under your title toarc.]
Circulate
among your visitors;
find out what
they're thinking, listen for criticisms.
Keep
track of license tags in your parking lot.
Find
out where your traffic is coming from--and
now
it changes with the season--other
factors.
Another area advertising
we are undertaking is the erection of directional markers on
the Freeway.
The four major Chattanooga
attractions
are sharing cost in erecting 15x50 bulletins, costing $20QO apiece.
We will have 2Bef
them. Two thirds of the area will be directional. Lower third will name cooperating
attraction, "Rock City, "or "Ruby Falls, "etc.
These
are going up in sets of four. Seven sets.
This
is a $60,000 program underway.
A third of the
space for advertising
and twu-thl ros for giving
direction.
We think getting them off the Interstate is the biggest problem now.

sense of humor and quick come-backs
soon won
him the respect and admiration
of all.
On every hand the hard work that has been
required to build trails and provide access to the
waterfall
was evident.
The cave itself is not
large, although nicely decorated.
Lighting was
tasteful and well-placed.
Trails were well constructed,
clean and safe.
At the rear of the twisting corridor
the
party entered the waterfall chamber.
Thelights
were subuuedv-bu t the roar of the falling water
off in the oar-kneasv-was evident.
SUddenly a
booming voice reverberated
through the room,
as the recorded narration
began.
The narrator
built the suspense while talking about the timeless carving of subterranean
water-s-o-and then,
with a crescenco
of music the lights came Oil-illuminating
the waterfall and the fluted
do m e
overhead.
As the lights changed the "Symphony"
of music set the moods. Reds , blues, yellows,
greens,
and multiples of all of thes e caus co the
droplets of water to glisten like multi-colored
jewels.
The music and the dancing water ended all too soon, and the party began to retrace
its steps back to the elevator.
Indeed Ruby Falls
is a breathtaking
experience.
Everyone
was deeply grateful
to Mr.
Hugh Brown, Mr. Carl Gibson and Mr. Tom
Erwin for the special showing of this famous
southern attraction.

RUBY FALLS-

REPORT OF REGIONAL VICE PRESIDENTS
Symphonic
Waterfall

Via bus and "The war to' s safest
and
steepest Incline Railway", a lively bunch of cave
people arrived
at the gothic-towered
entrance
building of Ruby Falls.
Amid awe, interest and wise-cracks
the
NCA people were lowered into Ruby Falls cavern
ala Westinghouse
elevator--do
wnsome
250 ft.
to their waiting guide, "Skip" Hansen.
Skip, in his handsome blazer, did a very
commendable
job of 'herding'
the riotous cave
people through the sinuous passageways.
His

'*

Each Regional
Vice-President
briefly
addressed
the Convention:
either to report on
activities
within his r egton-c-or to impart COlT,m.ents relative
to some problem
or future objective:
J. GURLEY, Cathedral
Caverns,
Grant,
Alabama:
We have had difficulty in getting .together
in Alabama-vas
a group.
For this reason I
made no effort last year to contact
Alabama
cave developers
for this organization.
I felt it
would be more effective if the organization
were
"sold" by outsiders,
such as Jack--than
myself.
Not much life has been shown by anyone, except
Mr. Mathias,
of Kymulga.
I hope something
will develop this year to create a better understanding among Alabama developers.
I will try
to make an effort in this direction
this year.
MARION SMITH, Ohio Caverns,
West
Liberty,
Ohio:
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Our most important
objective for 1967
should be ... increased
membership.
Our first
meeting last year was with question as to whe-

ther or not the Association

would go. At that

time we had 12 members.
Later I learned we
had 17. That we have 33 toaay--is
most encouraging.
If there are 172 commercial caves,
we should have 30 to 40% of them.
Greater
membership
would mean more moneywithwhich
to work.
We were all pleased to learn that we
operated our first year "in the blac.k." This was
possible,
of course,
because we had 33 members.
We have seen disappointed looks when
we told people that our official NCA membership contained
only 33 members.
I'm positive
I can get one more member in Ohio. Additional
members
mean additional
funds ... which will
permit
additional
accomplishments
... and in
time we can all profit from this organization.
RALPH SCH:MIDT, Onyx Cave, Eureka
Arkansas:
In communicatingwith
the Arkansas Dept.
of Labor I learned that there were no regulations governing
caves-c.retauve to safety, etc.
I suggested
that the NCA might come up with
some recommendations.
A law is obviously
needed, and if we don't come up with some recommendations
our legislators
might devise one,
less desirable,
for us. Out of 20 caves in Ark.
only 7 are licensed
to operate.
Some of the
better caves in our state do not have licenses.
I would like to see thi s organization
adopt a set
of criteria
for safety for all caves--and
write
our own rules.
This might be an added incentive for non-member
caves to join.

Springs,

CLARA HEIDEMAN, Natural
B rid g e
New Braunfels,
Texas:
In Texas there is no law protecting
the
cave owner from vandalism.
We had six boys
break into our cave after parking their car on
a county road, climbing our fence, walking more
than a mile to the cave, springing
the lock to
the back entrance--went
into undeveloped
section, broke formations.
After this they came,
covered with mud, into the developed sections,
messing it upv--and creating us extra work. We
caught the boys red-handed
with the formations.
We called the law in, and in the presence
of
deputy and witness es, charged them.
We took
it before the grand jury, and it was TTnObilled"
because we could not proouc e evidence that a
cave formation was worth $50. I woulcl like to
see NCA move to establish
nationwide legislation to protect the cave owner.

Caverns,

W.P. CAMPBELL, Penn's Cave, Centre
Pennsylvania:
In Pa. we have nine caves.
Three are
NCA. We have encountered
aIocal
problem in
that several caves in the state are not carrying
liability insurance.
And, one of our NCA members is doing something the rest of us consider
.unethlcalv-In
that he does not charge an admission.
He does this in order to evade local admission taxes (he evaded federal tax on admissions in the same way). Instead
of charging
admission
he charges a $1 guide fee--after
the
trip.
He feels that if someone refuses
to pay
he is still ahead by avoiding the tax. Such questionable ethics ought to be considered
with regard to NCA policies in the future.
Hall,

LUCILLE DENTON, Marengo
Cave,
Marengo, Indiana:
Earlier in the Convention questionnaires
were passed out, asking "What do I expect to
receive from attending
this Convention?"
In
answer, at the top of the list, was "Fellowship.
"
An "Exchange of ideas" was the second most
popular answer.
"How to realize more net profit" was a topic requested
for discussion.
One
lady thought she would get "a bushel of ideas"
for her business.
"Prestige
gained
through
having our own Assoctntion'
was mentioned,
as
well as "an aid in upgrading non-member
caves.
The second question asked was: "What
oo we expect to gain from member-ship in NCA?
The answers:
"Group effort in analyzing
and
solving problems common to all."
"Being; promoted nationally.
"Able to affect IegfaIation.
"Technical
problems
solved-o-ano a pooling of
information,
knowledge, sources,
materials
and
techniques."
"Communtcaticn
through the Newsletter".
"Cooper-ation in distribution
of map.
One gentleman
r-emarked that the cooperation
between small cave attractions
as a result of
NCA efforts rrakea for the best$200 he has ever
invest eo!
of

T'
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ROY DAVIS, Cumberland Caverns,
McMinnVille, Tennessee:
Asking those attending the Convention to
fill out questionnaire
and respond to the above
two questions
was a "Ioaoec" questionnaire--in
that we wanted you folk to analyze what you did
expect from your Association ... and that in considering the matter you Would find out that what
you were expecting ... was exactly what you were
getting!

---

DUES DUE NOW! ---
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THE
SECONDARY
ATTRACTION

-- Ted Graves
Why a secondary
attraction?
To make
money! Most of us have enough real estate to
incorporate a secondary attraction.
There are
some sound economics in having a secondary
attraction:
to maintain level of attendance already enjoyeu-o-cr to gain new attendanc e-c-you
must each year put more dollars into the promotional program.
Because of rising costs of
promotion and development,
it is logical that
additional revenue from the visitor once he has
come to your premests , is to be desired.
Admission price raises are not enough to keep
pace with rising costs.
To create additional
means of revenue is desirable.
A secondary
attraction can do this. This may also be done
through souvenirs, gifts, restaurant,
etc.
There was a time when as many as,
10,000 people would be willing to get on a train
in New York or Philadelphia,
their lunch in a
shoe box, and rtoe all night--to see Luray--and
ride back again. That day is gone. People are
on the move--and in moving about they have become more sophisticated
ana more demanding
in their tastes.
They are no longer satisfieo
with a long trip to see one thing. We are trying to be a terminus of a tr-ave.l-package-o-that
offers not only the main attraction,
Luray, but
a variety of other things to see and do. If these
things are not atreauy in your ar-ea-etc cr-eate
the diversion--you
must create them yourself
v-as a means of broadening your travel objective package.
How uo you arrive at a suitable secono
attraction?
This can only be your decision.
Question is not so much "what" as it is, 'What
is it going to do for your travel-objective
package? ". Will it help or hinuer ? ·Mystery houses
and zoos might pr ouuce immediate increase in
revenue--butwhat
does it do to your overall im-

age? At Luray, after 87 years of business, we
are not in the "rush-fri-o-make
money--get out"
type operation,
Chose a second attraction compatible with your image--your
theme.
And,
ability to finance a second attraction is certainly
a matter for consideration.
Taste should be the
keynote; something that compliments your main
attraction.
At Luray we hazily considered a
second attraction for a number of years.
Auowe
were constantly receiving offers for concessions,
auxiliary attractions,
etc., mostly gadgets and
gimmicks.
We finally chose the transportation
exhibit, after much investigation.
In 1870's and
1880'S, Coney Is land was one of the finest resorts on North American
continent--as
Palm
Beach was 50 years later. It is far s hart of that
now. Silver Springs is perhaps the best example
of effective secondary
attraction.
Originally
operating only the Springs- -they have expanded
from Jungle Garden into six or eight attractions
<--and very successfully.
Some of their secondary attractions
are complimentary
to them
-o-and some are not. For myself, I wouto never
have an auxiliary attraction
on a concession
basis.
Our one experience at this was undesirable. Most caves are individually operated, or
small family or corporation
operated, and the
business is pr-oduct of devotion of small group of
individuals;
a concession
lacks the personal
touch-cane there is a loss of control.
My recommennation, therefore, is to do any secondary
developments on your own, if you possibly can.
Maintaining the proper image is of prime
impor-tance-o-ann this cannot be none overnight.
Even Walt Disney did not create his image overnight. Image is a fragile thing! One year of
inept operation can destroy an image that required 20 years to build. When original family
owners of Silver Springs sold out to ABC Paramount, the buyer did not like concessionaire
operation-cane
bought up all of these but one.
The business operation is better than before-and the control of the image is uniform.
Because of the nature of our highly seasonable
business, we've never been accused of accumulating great surpluses of money. Our secondary attraction was financed through borrowing
(in 1957), and by 1963 it was carrying its own
weight. One word of caution, based on experience; We entered into second attraction
0n
assumption that visitors were already on premesis and because of this fact we would get a
large percentage of attendance at transportation
exhibit.
This p roveo a false assumption"
although the exhibit's attendance is growing. Right
now about 26%of the cavern visitors also see the
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exhibit. First two years this was about 11-1/2%,
which barely broke even.
The secondary attraction did not cause a
drop in the cave attendance,
and we're finding
that the Transportation
attraction
is beginning
to draw on its own--not in competition with the
Caverns admission--butdrawingpeople
who are
not interested
in caves--but
are interested
in
transportation.
This has grown largely by wordof-mouth r-ecommencations , and this, of course,
takes time.
Luray's "Singing Tower" is another example of building to the package image.
My
g-randfather' first offered the site of the Singing
Tower to the town of Luray for a hospital--but
stipulated that t.he property was to revert to the
Caverns if the hospital were ever abandoned.
These conditions were not acceptable.
Grandfather had traveled
in Europe-o-ann seen and
heard carillons.
He had bells [or the. Singing
Tower cast in England. He built tower and provided endowment for its operation (now hopelessly inadequate).
The carillon is real-c-ano played
live. We have incorporated
the -"S}ngiri.gTower"
into our package oesttnatiou-valtheugh
it is not
one from which we collect revenue.
It does
uphold the taste and e1ignity we attempt to make
our image.
Similarly,
Luray probably does more to
promote the Shenandoah Natl. Park than any
government
agency--or
even the state of Virginia--since
this is our main "shining star" in
the travel destination package.
The fact that it
belongs to someone else is inconsequential
to
us. We don't hesitate to sell this other attraction in our ar ea-o-s ince we-r-e selling ourselves
as well. All of thes e things in the package have
a tendency to reciprocate
and "reinforce"
each
other.
The cave is the most p romlneut feature
of our package --although the others are certainly talked about and are selling points for the Lmage of the travel objective.
If you'll look around
your areas you'll find you have lots to sell. A
thing we've recently included in our "package"
and promoted through press releases,
etc., is
the bass fishing in the Shenandoah River. I'm
not a fisherman myself--but
it's a big thing for
a lot of people.
And people come to Luray and
see the Cavern, the cars, hear the Towe·., eat
our Iooc, stay at our accomooaucns , and buy
our gas ... because they're bass fishing or deer
hunting.
There are often a lot of hidden things
in your area that you may over lock-o-that cuuld
be a big drawing card .In your home territory.
We might consider a third or fourth attraction in future years.
I don't believe they

would compete or clash.
I think Dfsneylano
was a sudden outburst of what had slowly developed at Knott's Berry Farm.
Disney also
oro muc h investigation atSilver Springs. Greatest influence on Disney was Knotts, ana Knotts
is a classic example of how many things can
work togett-e r to produce r evenue-o-mining town,
train, restaurant,
etc., Iormtng quite" a' complex. Owing to televtsron exposure.t.etc. , tourists now think that knott's copied Disney'.

LURAY CONVENTION, 1967
At the close of his remarks,
Mr. Graves announced that he and his
neighbor, Mr. Tom Gibson, of Skyline
Caverns,
would like to jointly invite
NCA to hold their next annual Convention at Luray.
Lyman Riley seconded
the motionc-ano
it was unaminoualy
passed.
NEXT YEAR'S CONVENTION
--LURAY, VIRGINIA. Oct., 1967!

ANNUAL BANQUET -CUMBERLAND CAVERNS

-- Ralph & Muriel Schmidt
"Last call far reservations [or banquet at
Cumberland Caverns ... " called out Roy Davis.
He asked for a show of hanus , and then dashed
out the SIde door. None of us attending the National Caves Association's
Convention saw him
again until later that Fr-iday evening.
Roy
neeoeu a few extra hours to get the final touches
completed before the cave owners descended
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upon him--fullof questions; noisy, fullo( jokes,
ready for braln-piekieg,
--Unknown to UISmuch
preparation "WaS already underway at Cumberland Caverna-c-by Lewis and MiI.ry Ann Lamon,
Tank Gorin, Ann GJadsoo.., Jerry Davis, Alan
Len k, Ricbard FinchJl and Bill Walter-- all
members of the CumberJland Caverns
crew.
The Conventioo.eers gave Roy a three
bour head start.
Then we sfl2rt.ed playing games
with road maps, detours--amd a few side trips
to other caves in the area, It is worth a gold
star to say that whem a cave is closed for the
season, it is good polbli.c relations
to get the
signs down off the biglmay, aoo not tease the
travelers a.iJ. oown the road--um1lil the Jast tum
where "ciosec'' is tacked 00.10 the .final sign.
Not so with Cwmerland Caverns.
They bad
taken theirs down. Good :!Ilortsn (A JiWerough
on us cave-owners,
DOIletbeless.)
It should go without saying that for any
cave owner to try to give a cave guiding service to other cave ceeers, especially over 40
smart jokers \11'00 were babbling over with QIips,
is worse than the 4th... of July at anJ'one~s at-

traction. Roy lectured al,aprerious
convention
about "Keeping the sparklein your guided tours",
and he sparkled very well--but it was hard to
OlIT-sparkleso
manyooo.-reveo.ue guests. (One
can't really give tbese guys their money backn
All cave owners WouJd be delighted
to
have soch an able assistant as Barbara Munson.
She not ooly made everyOlE feel weIcolLe and
wanted upon arriVJl--bot IJiir tbmrgbtful gestures
continued all evening. It was Barbara. woo .kept
the grwp from getting lost as the late-comers
gathered slowly at the Office. Fina..lly she turned us over to Roy woo was waiting for us at the
entrance to Cumberland Cayerns--sianding
rigbt
on t... olarecmstructed(ioactive)whisJrey
still.
Nearby Roy disCUSSed tile .lea£bing vats, IDols,
and wooden water-pipes
used by Civil War miners (referring to his past remarks about all
caves promoting items of local color and bisturical interest).
Roy alsodiscosSedvarioos
items
of technical interest such as the Cedar sawGIst
used on the cave trails; boIIr a miniature terrier
oog was used to pull the wiring through a small
crack; bow geologists took core samples ~ve
the cave, thus providing free sbaft for future
use--and other techniques in solving problems
at CuniJerlana.
Of special
interest was the
skilled use of subtle colored lights. --Not thE:
bright greens, definite blues or screaming reds
--Here the flesh, soft pinks, ana warm tones
of yellow were blended in creating an atmosphere of warmth. As tbe long party was wintting

its way through halls and lI"ooms--tb.ey bad an
early preview of the 1IJ.nder.gmwad dining ball ~
(250 ft. long, 60 ft. high an ..·100 It. Mde). The
visitors.
at this point, were above the dining
ruom on a mezzanine baico~ mrerbanging the
main floor. Candles on tlb.etlabI.es twinJded from
far below. Everyooe _gilt I:Iuey were being
led to Ithe tables--butJl
00; all: tire oexl corner
was more cave l
Climbing a wideJl ci.rcuiar JI rock slair-

way,

a peek. into anotlIer
gigantic
cbamber JI
deCOrated,
demapderll alI:tenII:ion.
This
was the 600 ft. long ~"Hail of tje Ifflqumtain King"~JI
140 ft. 1Digb, 150 n. Mde--lIIile .Iaq;esI: room.
Across It, in the ~'CaU:bectta.i,,"" eweryone 1I'3S
seated on benches .located IDllIl Oil pBaUor:m. Socm
lights were dimmedJl amlIlI .mmsic COmrriiOIlF from
""everywhere"" took commaDdw
A.1I'Uice was bean1
--and the umdergrouod
d:l"amnrjltizaliOlJD. 01. "'God of
the _"'--in
bigb-Iidelil;y_
and drarichly

matic lig,bting weav'" a magic spelL SCriplnre
appropriate
music combined 1rith special
lighting effects to retell !be story of Creation,
and man's struggle for Eternal Life- With the
majestic strains of '"God of our ~s'"JI
the
Pageant was eeeea!
""I 3.IIil Alpba and Omega-the beginning and the end~"" Wilen the lights
came up and the production was endedJl it -wasdifIicult to relurn to reality. Cerlainly this is a
and

unique and effective way to leave cave visitors
with a profound impression beyOnd the ordinary.
After retnrningto the grand dining room
everyone was shy of wordS to adequately describe the epicurean feastJl the g:roaning-boardJl
the gourmet
deJigh~ the ""wei.ght-watcherws

nigb:t.ma:re~""In short--tbe

food was

GREAT~

Fried chicken,
meat JoafJl baked beansJl bioccoliJl baked potalos J baked beansJl fruit saladJl
tossed sa1adJl home-made-rollsJl
cateJl pumpkin
pie ana persimmoo pu~
cofleeJl biJt chocolate and cold drinks--all spread ala smorgasboard.
The tables were deCked. oot in orange

and black with jack-o-lantern
centeqlieces-apprq»riate for the Halloween season.. Roy serenaded the gangdllriog dinner--on tbeBammoo.d
organ--wmch occupied a special spot 00 a oatural "'stage"" above the dining l1)()m.
Woula you believe that the crowd cJa.mmored for more entertainment?
The slide projector came out--and everyone DDCIeenlightening comments about the slides he remembered to
bring.
The saying of'"Tbank

YUI.;, and good-bye""

to Roy Davis at Cumberland Caverns was one of
the longest acts of the entire Convention.
We
all hated to leave, ami words didnWt $eem to fit
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the situation.
This was not an ordinary
exper-Ieuce , and these were not ordinary hosts. And,
thla is how pleasant memories are "made".

QUESTIONS

& ANSWERS:

Technical

Cave

Problems

Lyman Riley & Roy Davis
A most stimulating and informative ses -.
sian developed out of the questions and answers
tossed around during the ctscussion of technical
cave problems.
Rather than presenting
here
ali the comments in detail, we attempt to conce-ss both questions ana answers and group
ac. orntng to subjects:
Subject A: SAFETY FROM FALLING
01' "RAILS AND STAIRS:
Jack Herschend observed an increase in
fa;' this year, and attributes this to a new pjastk .oie material shoe manufacturers
have Cleve' .peu this year.

What steps can be taken to

go.; d against falls?
-o-Rent' sneakers.
(25~ pr.) Wash them
ea, h time they're
used.
Check visitor's
footwear when they arrive--recommend
sneakers if
they're own look unsafe.
(Lydia Neubuck)
--Use ramps wherever possible.
Ifstill
slippery
roughen surface with pick or sledgehammer.
(Eddie Miller)
--There is an epoxy available with which
chips can be mixed, accomplishing
same thing.
Spread with trowel, or brush on. (Lyman Riley)
-o-Pr-ocuct called "er rox", made by Amer ican Abra stve Materials,
Co. .Lrvingtcn, N.J.,
has fine steel chips-c-ane hardens like concrete.
Primarily
used on steep inclines on golf courses ,
etc. $8 or $9 per gal. Doesn't go very far.
(W. P. Campbell)
--3M product, "Scotch 'I'red" comes in
sheets or 6" flats.
Use special glue, then seal
edges.
Dry walks are desirable though it seems
to work in wet locations.
Subject B: LJGHTING:
Lyman Rieey asked about lighting, without heat--to alleviate algae around Itghts ,
--Quartz
lights are cooler--and
brighter, but expensive.
Fewer may do the work of
several
Incadescent
bulbs.
In photoflooo setups, we hope 3 quartz lights will do the work of

numerous phctoflooos , (Ted Graves)
--Quartz
Itghts are rated at 250 and 500
watts.
Heat output is sligbt.
In S. Dakota,
Rushmore & Wind Cave are using large outside
parking, jot type fixtures--large
aluminum
reflectors.
Give daylight blue light. Veryeffecttve. (Lyman Riley)
--Ultraviolet
rays (as well as beat)
promote algae growth.
Quartz lights have low
percentage
of ultraviolet
rays.
(Ted Graves)
--Quartz
lights oo not 'give off vapors
in wet locations.
Mine do not have algae either.
(Eddie Miller)
__ Crouse-Hinds
fixtures run about $38
per unit. '(Lyman Riley)
--Bulbs themselves
run about $12 each
(Eddie Miller)
--Durotest
bulbs are like auto headlight
--a sealed beam.
Others are tubes about the
size of your finger--very
fragile.
Must be installed with special tools.
Bulbs may not be
touched with your hands.
(Lyman Riley)
I prefer
to use smaller
wattage
bulbs
in greater
numbers than heavy wattages
covering larger areas--feelingthat
the most artistic and aesthetic
advantage is taken by "spotItghting' areas--utilizing
highlights and shadows
creatively.
Fluorescent
bulbs are also disadvantageous
in that it's hard to focus or control tbem--or
to build believable
cairns.
The
round fluorescents
have been used witb some
success,
notably in Carlsbad.
Ballasts
are
sources of trouble with Iluorescents-c-a.lthough
I understand
the msta-s tarts are less problematical than the old starter
type fixtures.
They
are more expensive
than other types--particularly the round ones.
(Roy Davis)
-c-Colo r spectrum of fluorescents
works
on cool side, and does little for warm colors.
--In warm-colored
areas I may use pastel colors such as pink or yellow.
On .the blue
side the blue-white Incadescent
bulb is most effective for cooling down a scene.
Similar
in
color output to a fluorescent.
I'm generally
opposed to gaudy, brilliant colors, though thes e
too can be used, sparingly.
(Roy Davis)
--We have each guide carry his own SunGun which he can plug in at designated places.
In this way the tourist can see things "as they
arev-cano also in subdued and more artistically
lighted treatment.
(Muriel Schmidt)
Subject
--Wire
Miller)

C: ALGAE-REMOVAL:
brush and elbow grease.

(Eddie
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--Potassium
per manganate will take it
but leaves a stain.
Mix 1-5 with water.
will turn wall a deep purplefor2or3
days.
stain is dry, wash off with water.
Availat Drug' Store.
Inexpensive.
--Expensive,
but very effective is the
spray can oven cleaner,
"Ezy-Off".
No scrubbing needed.
Spray it on. Wait until reaction
ceases.
Rinse it off. (Ted Graves)
off,
This
After
able

Subject D: CLEANING POOL MONEY:
J. Gurley brought up problem of money
collected in "wishing wells." We'd like to leave
money- -so it will be incentive for more money
to be tossed in--but the longer it stays the more
difficult it becomes to clean it up.
--I have two coin collectors
who clean
all coins up once each year --in Order to find
the rare ones.
They give me the full value.
(Lyman Riley)
--We collected $20,U00 from ours--aHer
4-1/2 yrs. of accumulation.
This was given to
Easter Seal campaign.
Only expense we take out
is labor in removing,
cleaning
and preparing
money for r e-ctr-culation.
We use #3 carborundum grit and water in a cement
mixer.
This
cuts off lime deposit and green oxidation.
Without allowing' them to dry we put them in heavy
wire basket and steam-clean
them;
then dry
them quickly with king-stae blowtorch.
We then
borrow a coin-sorter
and bag them.
(Ted)
Subject E: BUMPER STRIPS:
--We didn't use bumper strips in 1966.
We wanted to see if this money could be used
more effectively
somewher-e else.
We think it
can.
(Jack Her-schend)
--We feel the same way. Cost factor-unavailable
labor-v-ane
violent reaction
against
stickers--all
are against them.
(Ted Graves)
--We've been sticking ours on with masking tape.
People are more familiar with it, and
object less.
We tried not putting them 011unless they were asked for--but
found we were
getting only about 1 in 30. (Eddie Miller)
--Ours is a heavy caruboarov-wl.r
eo on
with #19 floral wire. It is no trouble to put on
--and we have few complaints.
We also have
vinyl atick-onsv-which
we sell upon request.
Holes are drilled in cardboard
with hand-drill
and wires are put in in spare time.
(
)
--Aluminum
wire is perhaps
bet t e r .
Doesn't rust.
Holes shape.
(
)
--We've had no trouble with vinyl stickers
but people do not realize that these err-not stick
permanently.

--Was no question when we had two-lane
highways.
When we ran out of bumper strips we
ran out of business!
Terminus
destinations
such
as Fla. probably have little need for bumper
strips--but
for the attraction
along the way,
they're effective.
Valuable on Interstates
when
pulled into filling station or motel. (Lyman Riley)
Subject F: BLASTING AND ROCK REMOVAL:
--Carl Gibson has a useful tool at Ruby
Falls: the Duncan Rcc-dack-vwhich
permits rock
re moval--without
blasting, by hydraulics.
These
are used extensively
by quarrying
operations.
They eliminate danger and damage attendant
to
blasting.
(See more detailed
description
in
Technical
section of this issue of DOWN UNDER).
(Roy Davis)
--We have found that blasting in formational areas can be done with minimum damage
by shielding the blast with pine or cedar boughs.
Using a small charge is also helpful, of course.
(J. Gurley)

DON RICHARDSON'S
PROMOTION PAGE
MAJOR OIL COl\l1PANIES which provide
routing services
for their customers
use hundreds of thousands of attraction folders annually.
Do they have a supply of yours to provide folks
who are travelling to or thru your area?
Send
material to: American Oil Company Travel Service, 915 South Michigan, Chicago 60601; Humble Touring Service,
15 West 51st. Street, New
York City 10019; Texas Touring Center,
Lexington at 4211d Street,
New York City 10017;
Cities Service Touring Bureau,
70 Pine Street,
New York City 10001; Sinclair Auto Tour Service, 41-70 Main Street,
Flushing', New York
11301; Sunoco Touring Service,
Post Office
Box 2149, Houston, Texas
77001.

****

TIIINKING OF SHARPENING UP your
guides' appearance with your own special handembroidered
crest on a jacket or blazer (ala
Ruby Falls?)
A catalog of available
styles is
free from Croston
& Carr,
72 Summer
St.,
Boxton 02110

****

THE MAYTAGCOMPANY,
washer-dryer manufacturer,
is interested
in quantities
of
attraction
literature for distribution
to vacation-
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planning employees.
Contact C.W. Jensen,
Manager-Public
Relations Activities,
Newton,
Iowa 50208. Similar requests have been noted
from Miss Heather MOden, Moog Servocontrols
Proper Airport, East Aurora, N. Y. 14052, and
Robert R. Dyer, Supervisor-Employee
Benefits,
Inland Container Corp., 700 W. Morris, Indianapolis, Indiana
46206.
J

****

"AIRWORLD" is a relatively
new travel
publication, placed in the seat pockets of airliners.
Editor is Miss Rose Benas at 509 Madison, New York City. 10022.

****

REME:MBER the young Atlanta JournalConstitution travel editor who indicated in his
talk at our Chattanooga Convention that he would
be most receptive toward cave stories and pictures?
His name: BiU Westbrook.
Let him
hear from you.

****

INTERSTATE
80 MOTORISTS IN IOWA
will soon be served by two privately operated
information Centers.
It's a five-year experiment aimed at "bridging the information gap,"
s lowlng cown the 70-miles-per-hour
traffic long
enough to persuade some travellers to visit the
staters attractions.
Each building will contain
wall utsplays of back-lighted
photographs,
an
abundance of literature
and, of course, attendnnts trained in supplying the answers to visitors'
queries.
The Iowa State Hwy .. Commission,
bless 'em, is aid to be fully cognizant of the
need for such installations because of the comJug prohibition of roadside advertising.

A Look At The Other Fellow's

THE AUXILLIARY

Operation:

ATTRACTION

At one time or another, nearly every
cave operator has toyed with the thought of adding an auxiliary attraction ...
For any readers to whom the term "auxiliary" might not be familiar, it is that related
attraction, generally used as a booster of gross
income dollars through a combined admission
ticket.
One such interesting set-up--and
an extremely successful example it is, too--is NCA
member Thornton J. Mostyn's "Anti-Gravity
House", which is an adjunct to his Wonder Cave,
located within the city limits of San Marcos,
Texas, just off Interstate 35.

T.J. entered the cave business in 1958
and added his "tilt house" four years later. Individual admission prices for adults are $1. 60
for the cave, 70cents for the Anti-GravityHouse;
Ioc children, 85 cents cave admission, 70 cenu,
for the tilt house.
Combined admissions
are
discounted a total of 35 cents for both adults
and the youngsters.
Mostyn built the tilt house himself of old
highway sings and other used materials,
and
wisely placed the auxiliary attraction at the immediate conclusion of his cave tour; in fact,
visitors never emerge into the out-or-coors until having passed the auxiliary's entrance, where
the guide does a bit of sell on the amusement to
be had therein.
"What the Anti-Gravity House has meant
to me is a very suostantial
15 percent 01' extra
net profit every year," says T. J. The construction, which he researched at Knott's Berry
Farm and at Lake of the Ozarks, Mo. , cost him
only

$2, ODD.

Actually, the tilt house at Wonder Cave
has done more than just bring more admission
revenue.
T.J. explains, "After an educational
type tour of our fault-line cave, there's a gaoo
many steps to climb to return to the surface,
and the average guest may emerge a bit winded.
But, by taking the additional tour of the AntiGravity House, whichis presented as a strictlyfor-fun ten minutes, the guest is then refreshed
and he generatly
stays around to spend more
time in our snack bar and souvenir shop.
Entirely aside from the subject of auxiliary operations,
it is worth noting that the
Mostyn attraction is a big twenty-five percent
ahead of last year, "--and I thought last year
was a honey of a season," T.J. enthuses.
This increase,
he points out, is in spite
of two new caves (vthey'f-e excellent attractions ,
too") opening in the past two years within 60
miles of Wonder Cave in each direction 011 the
same highway.
''1 firmly believe," says T. J., "folks
are just seeing MORE CAVES these days!"

PHOTOS

NEEDED:

DOWN UNDER NEEDS BLACKANDWIllTE
PICTURES OF MEMBER CAVE8--FOR
USE ON
FUTURE COVERS, ETC.
PLEASE SEND US
SOME OF YOUR BEST GLOSSY PICS.
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TECHNICAL:

THE

DUNCAN
HYDRAULIC
ROC-JAK®

-- Roy Davis

Carl Gibson, of Ruby Falls, first told
J. Gurley and I about his "Roc-dak" wnich enabled him to r-emove rock without blasting.
We
nao never head ot the device, and were most
interested in seeing it.
Mr. Evan Powell, Ruby Falls, demonstrated the Roc-Jak to Convention visitors--to
their amazement and great interest.
Much of
the excavation of trails in Ruby Falls was accomplis heo by the Roc -jak.
The Duncan
Ro c J'a k is
a multiple-piston hydraulic jack, hand-ope rated-i-wtth
which it is possible to break off slabs of rock of
about any desirable size. It cons ists of a res ervoir and hand pump connected by rubber hose to
a barrel, about 2 ft. in length, from which multiple pistons are hydraulically
forced. This unit
is lowered into a 3" hole drilled in the rock (by
jackhammer
or core-drill),
and the expansion
within the hole (amounting to 175 tons) easily
cr-acks the rock--usually
at right angles to the
direction of thrust.
The advantage,
obviously,
is that rock can be removed without blasting-thereby avoiding possible damage to formations,
or attendant mess or danger.
Two modes I of the Duncan Roc-Jak are
available:
the 41-9breaker is 15" in length, requires a 2-1/4" hole, has 9 pistons and weighs
70 Ibe. The #10 breaker is 24" in length, requires a 3" hole, has 10 pistons and weighs 90
Ibs . The unit is manufactur-ed by the K. O. Duncan Co., P. O. Box 504, Boulder, Colorado.
We acquired a Roc-Jak for our own use
--and have concluded that its value in a cave
is somewhat more limited than originally thought.
We had difficulty drilling holes, with jackhammer, "straight" enough to accomooate the br-eake

31', (This conuitton might not exist with use of
electric core drill--as
used by Ruby Falls.)
We also found that holes had to be at right angles to the surface of the rock-cor the upper
pistons would break out a corner of the hole
before full p r easu r e had been built up along the
length of the barrel.
Care must be
use a
not to break off a bigger rock than can be conveniently handled.
Since there is no breaking
or shattering,
as with dynamite, rock must be
r-emoved in large chunks;
necessitating
several breaks.
This can be both an advantage-and a otsaovantage .
While the Roc-Jak is a slower operation
and less cemoltahing:
it is very us efui where
breakage of ue licate formationS is a possibility,
or where gentle breakage (overhead) is desired.

Ted Graves,
of luray
copy of Virginia law protecting

Caverns,
caves:

sends

US.
1-175.1
DAMAGING CAVES OR
CAVERNS. --(a)
It shall be unlawful for any
person without the prior permission
of the owner, to wilfully and knowingly break, break off,
crack, carve upon, write or otherwise mark upon, or in any manner destroy, mutilate, injure,
deface, mar or harm any natural material fauna
within any cave or cavern, such as stalactites,
stalagmites,
helictites,
anthodites,
gypsum
flowers or needles, flowstone, draperies,
columns or other simllar crystalline
material formations or otherwise;
to kill, harm or disturb
plant or animal life found therein;
to discard
litter or refuse therein, or otherwise uiaturb or
alter the natural condition of such cave or cavern; or break, force, tamper with, remove, or
otherwise disturb a lock, gate, door or other
structure
or obstruction designed to prevent en. trance to a cave or cavern, without the permission of tile owner thereof! whether or not entrance is gatneu.

WYANDOTTE CAVE, Indiana, has been
purchased by the State of Indiana; and is to be
developed into a State Park.
The famous cave
and several thousands of acres of property were
purchas ed by the State at a figure of $300,000.
The cave is to be refurbished
and outaiue facilities provided before the new Park will open.

